COMMISSION
Jugendleiter / Youth Leaders / Moniteurs des Jeunes

minutes
of 99th meeting on July 15th 2017
in Villach / Austria
meetingpoint:

Congress Center, Europaplatz 1, A-9500 Villach

start:

09:30 a.m.

end:

11:15 a.m.

participants:

Tschechien, Großbritannien, Italien, Österreich, Luxemburg, Polen,
Finnland, Frankreich, Deutschland, Kroatien, Ungarn, Slowenien,
Bulgarien, UK, Russland
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Welcome

The chairman warmly welcomed the Commission's most recent members.
The VS welcomes particularly:
-

President des CTIF Tore Eriksson
Vicepresident Zdenek Nytra
Vicepresident Milan Dubravac

Switzerland will present the host for the Youth-Gathering 2019.
chairman:
- Thank you for the presentation of the Swiss delegation
- The conditions in Switzerland are optimal, chairman was convincing
- Prices should be at a normal level
- Accommodation in a school
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Interim conclusion of Villach

chairman:
- - for the first time together with the adults under the responsibility of the chairman
- Youth program can not be easily integrated
- campolymics started too early after the competition, maybe another day
- The organizers did a very good job
- Stadium well developed
- good PR for the event
- Supply was well organized
- 250 helpers every day, well coordinated
- Registration process was not yet optimal - optimization need
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- The core of the event is the youth meeting
- Training conditions were optimal in the barracks despite the distance
- an evaluation will be carried out at the October meeting
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Competition Villach

Ignaz Mascha
- 59 groups started from 24 nations (record)
o 18 girls groups (Opole 9)
o 4 international groups
- 2017 11% less error than 2015
o unter Berücksichtigung der Gruppenanzahl 14%
o taking into account the number of groups 14%
- 4 participants under 12 year
o An objection was inserted during the relay run
o Error when ladder descends (do not enter rung)
▪ Delegation indicated that the runner was distracted and hampered by
external circumstances (Cameraman and moderator)
▪ After submitting a photo and viewing a video sequence, it could be
determined that the applicant had entered the rung.
▪ The opposition was granted
o Meeting with the international competition committee
▪ different opinions on handling
▪ Ignaz Masha was unable to decide against the candidate because of the
unambiguousness
▪ in particular in the interest of the children, the decision was made in this
way
o Questions of the commission:
▪ France: why were the French the site were not contacted? They were right
there
▪ Ignaz Mascha: only the evaluators are responsible
▪ France: whole group has worked on evaluators
▪ Ignaz Mascha: the emotions cook naturally high, one must understand
▪ France: You have to ask questions about the regulations and the behavior
in the future. Does a photographer need to be parked at every obstacle?
From whom does the arbitration sit?
▪ Vizepräsident Nytra: Ignaz Mascha is entitled to make the decision. But he
hopes that the competence of Hr. Nytra is acknowledged. It should not
occur in this form in the future. The external circumstances should be
controlled by the organizer. How many mistakes have been canceled due
to the presence of camera phones? To the specific case: the contact
happens in a fraction of a second (only in slow motion). The evaluator has
no chance to see the error. Why is it considered an error if it is not
recognizable. The evaluators were not involved in the reconnaissance.
According to this interpretation, each Cameraman becomes an evaluator.
Not clear from which source the photo comes from. Mr. Nytra has not yet
seen the photo. Is it a photo or part of a video recording? Obviously, only
this one error was judged by video.
o
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The decision was in the competence of Mr. Masha, but was wrong in terms
of content because it was said here that the evaluators on the train made
no mistake and their decision was nevertheless changed.
Russia: would like to recall discussion between Russia and Croatia;
Suggestion video was rejected in the past. Manipulation nowadays easily
possible. Critical points should generally be observed with video.
Ignaz Mascha: The judges for the descent on the obstacle was interviewed
and confirmed that he had seen a mistake. The photo was taken after 5
minutes - manipulation is not possible. Obviously from the competition and
not from the training. Photo was checked with own technique.
Russia: Reminded of 2011 - Evidence was not allowed
Ignaz Mascha: In the competition rules 2012 - Videoproof was excluded,
photo not
Vicepresident Nytra: They make fun of us. What is the difference between
a photo and a video? This is word clever.
Russia: According to the standards / codes, photos and videos are the
same. Precise standards should be established (automatic photos) and
only these recordings should be permitted.
Frankreich: French rules allow video playback. 3 people are entitled to
make video recordings. The complete athlete is visible. A complaints
committee meets (6 people from 6 countries) and decides.
Vicepresident Nytra: Discussion should be terminated. Disagree with
decision. Video recordings are not only a problem for the youth. Also
observed during deletion. It will work to ensure that the regulations are
adapted in such a way as to regulate provisions 2019. Proposal: Panel
should be formed or a representative from another nation should be
involved in decision.
Ignaz Mascha: Proposal: Working Group for the adjustment of the
regulations. The times that have gone today are much faster and harder to
judge. The next competition in Switzerland should take place according to
updated rules. The working group should also involve representatives from
the sports and traditional sectors.
Slovenia: The evaluator was sure that a mistake was made. Video and
photo were not allowed. Slovenia is disappointed. Rules were interpreted
differently by different evaluators. The real mistake lies with Ignaz Mascha.
In case of repetition, Slovenia will no longer provide any evaluators. There
are bad memories and consequences are expected.
Italy: Video and photos should not be allowed. Clear rules must be laid
down in the provisions. The decisions of the evaluators should be valued
more or we need automatic systems.
Luxembourg: What do we make of our competition? We have a youth
meeting. What do we want to teach the young people? With the use of all
possible means, the youthful fun comes into the background.
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chairman: There is a gap between professional sport and youth work. The
next meeting will require a lot of time to discuss the different aspects.
Where should the development go? The Commission has always had a fair
deal with the Commission and a solution should be sought. A working
group should be set up, including adults. Decisions should be made in such
a way that the appearance of bias does not arise. 2018 a solution must be
found. The core is about young people with fun at the fire brigade. Even
tough decisions are part of the sport. An opinion should be formed in the
nations so that it can be discussed in Luxembourg.
Great Britain: The ideas should be exchanged by September
Vicepresident Nytra: All sporting areas are affected and they should be in
the Commission. A video will not solve all the problems. In the World Cup,
there are only two video recordings. A complete monitoring will hardly be
possible and is also not necessary.
Luxembourg: Why do not we stay with facts?
chairman: Thanks for stating the opinions. The opinions of the nations
should be sent to the chairman by 01.10.2017.

Allfälliges
- 100th meeting in Luxembourg 20.-22.10.2017
o Thanks for the support and the invitation
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